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The Invisible Intruder is the 46th volume in the Nancy Drew Mystery Stories series. It was first published in under
Carolyn Keene. It was first published in under Carolyn Keene. The actual author was ghostwriter Harriet Stratemeyer
Adams.

I first read it from the school library, but naturally I had to get a copy for my very own. Most of the young
people are prepared to play ghost-busters, but Rita Rodriguez is hoping for a real ghost or two. Intruder is
interesting for a couple of reasons. First, it brings back Helen Corning Archer. Helen featured several of the
early volumes before the series was rewritten in , but rarely had much of an active role in the investigations.
This book gives her--and her husband and married friends--a somewhat larger part, though it is still Nancy and
company who do most of the clue-finding. As Helen says when the group draws lots for sentry duty in their
investigation of the phantom horse: I did enjoy that she and Jim were able to assist Nancy and Ned in the
grand finale--capturing the crooks and handing them over to the police. The other interesting feature of this
book is that Nancy and her friends set out to investigate five mysteries instead of just one. In the other books
Nancy is interested in mysterious happenings at one location or surrounding one particular person. This time
she and her friends move from place to place checking out incidents affecting a number of people. Of course,
they find clues that indicate there may connections but this is the first mystery to cover so much ground. I had
just as much fun reading this now as I did when I was young. Please request permission before reposting. I
think I like it a little bit better the umpteenth time around reading it, particularly the last few chapters that talk
about the giant clam, snail that builds shells on itself, and the starfish. I learned a lot about sea life! However,
the previous chapters with the ghost hunting were pretty boring. Even though I am bumping up my rating to 4
stars, it really is more of a 3. I would place this book in the bottom half of I last read this book in and rated it
3. I would place this book in the bottom half of the 56 classic Nancy Drew mystery series.
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Chapter 2 : "Forensic Files" Invisible Intruder (TV Episode ) - Plot Summary - IMDb
The Invisible Intruder is a children's story by Carolyn Keene (pseudonym) and the 46th book in the Nancy Drew series.
Nancy Drew and her friends go on a ghost hunting expedition and become involved with a gang of thieves who
concentrate their activities on collectors of valuable shells.

However, police were unsure about the validity of her story and began an intensive search of the crime scene.
The evidence proved that she killed her two older sons with a knife, inflicted wounds on herself, cleaned the
evidence, and created the story of a crazed intruder. Routier was convicted of first-degree murder. When
investigators went through his Lubbock, Texas , apartment, they noticed a partial replacement of his bedroom
carpeting with a large blood stain underneath. Leisha told Tim that Scott was losing interest in her. This was
enough to indict both Leisha and Tim for murder. Debora Green lost two children in a fire that destroyed her
Prairie Village, Kansas mansion. Debora and her previous husband Michael Farrar were questioned.
Suspicions arose when Debora refused to cooperate during questioning. Police then questioned Michael and
uncovered disturbing stories proving that Debora was dangerous. Witnesses told police that Shirley and her
husband Ed argued in a bar the night before. Police first suspected Ed and arrested him after he confessed to
the murder. However, the forensic evidence proved that Ed was innocent. Police discovered that his
fingerprint matched the latent print left on the concrete block. Jarman was convicted of her murder. The fibers
on her clothes were the only means for police to determine her abductor. Police grew suspicious of Cal
Hughes who was washing his clothes at 1 a. They searched his car and found several fibers similar to the
clothes that Melissa had worn to the party. An identical outfit was located and tested. The fibers matched, and
Cal Hughes was convicted of abduction with intent to defile and given a year sentence. Joann would then
collect additional life insurance if Robert suffered from an accidental death. Joann was arrested five years
later, confessed, and pleaded guilty to murder. The rope used to tie the boys was unique. Another clue turned
up when a brother of one of the boys was hypnotized and remembered a uniformed man in a tan car. Shortly
after, someone noticed a strange car and gave the licence plate number to police. This vital information led to
the capture and conviction of John Joubert , an enlistee in the Air Force who carried the same exact rope used
to bind the two boys. He was convicted of both murders and later confessed to the murder of an year-old boy
in Portland, Maine. When Mark and a friend returned home that evening, they found Karla dead. The police
questioned neighbors Paul Main and John Prante, but they were considered low-level suspects. During the
autopsy, they were able to re-examine bite marks found on her body. A computer enhancement gave a better
view of the bite marks and the science of forensic odontology identified John Prante as the perpetrator. On
July 15, , five years after the murder, Prante was found guilty and sentenced to 75 years in prison. Later that
morning, Mrs. Molloy arrived to drop off her child at the Johnson home. Later on, Clayton Johnson married a
year-old member of his church. When homicide investigator Brian Oldford heard this, he became suspicious
and decided to reinvestigate. Clayton Johnson was arrested and convicted of first-degree murder. By
examining the photos and nature of the injuries, the defense team was convinced that she had fallen
backwards. The accidental fall scenario also accounted for the lack of defensive wounds on both Mrs. After
serving 5 years in prison, Clayton Johnson won his appeal and was released from prison. Following extensive
medical examinations, it was determined that Anna had been the victim of the deadly bacteria E. As early as ,
tests on samples of Odwalla juices found high levels of general bacteria because the company did not
pasteurize its products. Federal and state inspection reports confirm that the company used two loads of apples
with relatively high defect levels on the day that the juice was made. The genetic markings on the E. In , Lori
found the courage to tell police what she saw in In , a concrete slab was removed from the yard, and a
skeleton was found in the exact spot where Lori said it would be found. Gene was convicted of first degree
murder and sentenced to life in prison. The couple soon engaged, and they moved into the Woody family
home. In , Florena started complaining of muscle aches in her back and shoulders, and her doctor gave her
antibiotics for her condition. However, Florena later died from fluid in her lungs caused by her illness.
Investigators found deer mice which tested positive for a new form of the hantavirus. They determined that
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contact with the feces of the deer mice was what had caused the disease and that when the feces dried, the
deadly microbe became airborne. Louis, Missouri and went for a minute jog. Before leaving, he said that he
drew a bath for his wife Julie Thigpen-Post. Ed returned and called the front desk, stating that his wife had
fallen in the bathtub and was not breathing, and she was dead when emergency response arrived. A second
autopsy found 36 areas of bruising, not noted during the original autopsy. The death was ruled a homicide, and
Ed Post was charged with first-degree murder and convicted. After serving six and a half years, Ed admitted to
drowning his wife.
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Chapter 3 : The invisible intruder : Keene, Carolyn : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Arch
"Nancy Drew, forget the ghost hunt!" a male voice rasps on the telephone. Despite the mysterious warning, the teenage
detective and a group of friends start out on a ghost-hunting expedition to investigate five places reputed to be haunted.

This is where we discuss your favorite vintage series books from Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys to Trixie
Belden and the Three Investigators to all other similar vintage series books. Nancy was invited because Helen
and the other couples decided that they needed a sleuth with them to help solve the mysteries. Bess, George,
Ned, Burt, and Dave are invited to go as well. This means that a total of 14 people will go on the ghost hunting
trip. Their first stop will be Pine Grove Camp on Lake Sevanee, where a self-propelling canoe appears on the
lake. The third visit will be to the Red Barn Guesthouse, where at night, a phantom horse appears with its
ghost rider chasing after it. Fourth, the ghost hunters will stop at a mountaintop inn that was once an old fort.
People often see the ghosts of prisoners. The final stop will be at the home of a skull and shell collector which
has an "invisible intruder" visit each night. This is an interesting mystery that would have been even better if
all of the extra couples had not been invited. They have no purpose, other than cluttering up the setting. It gets
funny as this happens over and over throughout the book. Here are a couple of examples. At supper, the other
couples hear about the excitement. Later in the story, the ghost hunters arrive at the Red Barn Guesthouse.
Right after the group arrives, a banging sound comes from the attic. It seems that Helen and Jim miscalculated
by having Nancy and her friends along. They wanted Nancy to help them. Instead, Nancy gets all of the
excitement, and the other couples have no part in the mystery. This book opens like so many other Nancy
Drew books: Nancy gets warned by the villains! On page 3, Nancy receives a warning by phone. I thought it
was strange that the villains already knew Nancy would be on the case. Nancy thinks it is strange as well, but
then she decides that someone must have been near the fence while she was discussing the ghost hunting trip
with her father in the backyard. That makes sense, but then This story is full of the stupidity that is present in
all of the higher-numbered Nancy Drew books. On page 14, the couples are gathered around the fireplace
when the front door opens and a large gust of air enters, scattering papers and sparks everywhere. The couples
chase after a man who has a large bellows under his arm. This just seems stupid, kind of like when a man
strapped peacock feet to his shoes in The Hidden Window Mystery. On page 34, Ned is captured underwater
by a huge octopus. It turns out that the villain was carrying a rubber octopus and somehow managed to drag
Ned away underwater while at the same time dragging the rubber octopus along as well. Another theory given
by the young people is that the man may have been inside the rubber octopus. On page 46, Mrs. Tarpey tells
the young people about the theft of a shell collection and how many of the shells are valuable. She then recites
a bunch of historic information about specific rare shells. I am surprised that Mrs. Tarpey knows all of this and
can recite it perfectly for Nancy and her friends. Had Nancy and her friends ever heard of a tape recorder or
record player? On page 60, Bess is told by the medium that she will soon apply for a license for her own
wedding. Bess begins crying as though this is the worst news ever. She is very concerned because Dave has to
finish college first. The telegram reads, "RARE. She thinks that "medium" means Madame Tarantella, that she
did a "rare" bit of work, and that her work was "well done. Really, did someone watch too many stupid
cartoons and then create these plots? On page 74, an attorney named Mr. Kittredge just happens to know all
about the shell and tells the girls its nickname and scientific name. He tells them where the shell can be found
and about its value. How convenient that everyone Nancy meets knows all about shells! On page 98, Ned calls
Nancy to tell her about his abduction and everything that has happened. The paper said, "Force sale red barn.
The ghost hunters take turns watching for the phantom horse overnight. Do you want to guess when the horse
finally appears? I am so shocked! On page , Nancy, Ned, Helen, and Jim are locked inside a cage with the
skeleton of a dinosaur. Ned escapes, and Nancy devises a plan to trick the villain. She has Helen and Jim hide
behind the skeleton. Jim ducks out and back behind the skeleton. He takes off his coat, messes up his hair, and
appears briefly as Ned. The villain falls for it. This just proves how stupid all of these villains are. Shells are
mentioned all through the story. The final stop at the skull and shell collector is mentioned at the start of the
story, but Nancy never thinks about that as they find shells everywhere they go. Really, Nancy, shells are
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everywhere. The Invisible Intruder has a lot of problems, but I have always enjoyed it. I like the idea of
journeying from one haunted place to another in order to discover the source of the various haunts. The book
has some obvious flaws, but they have never prevented me from enjoying the story. The remaining couples are
hardly ever mentioned, so their presence just adds unnecessary clutter to the story. Take out the other couples
and make some of the events less stupid, and The Invisible Intruder could have been an outstanding Nancy
Drew mystery. Posted by Jennifer White at 6:
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The Invisible Intruder (Nancy Drew Series #46) by Carolyn Keene "Nancy Drew, forget the ghost hunt!" a male voice
rasps on the telephone. Despite the mysterious warning, the teenage detective and a group of friends start out on a
ghost-hunting expedition to investigate five places reputed to be haunted.

Joe Twist A poem by Joe Twist about his struggle with the voices in his head. People feel them as inner
voices, spiritual guides, the voice of a departed loved-one or the voice of God. This has been the case for Ron
Coleman. On the phone from Scotland he told me about when he first started hearing voices. And I looked
behind me and there was nobody there. And eventually I was hearing six and that led me into hospital, the
voices are so intense and they always pick on the bits of us that are our weaknesses. They leave us feeling as if
we are worthless and hopeless and we become victims of that, really. And they were all distinctly different
voices were they? Oh yeah, they were very different. You were abused by a priest as a kid? Yep, I heard his
voice really clearly and he was probably the most distracting of my voices. I also heard the voice of my first
partner who died and she would say things like, kill yourself, we can be a family again. About a third of the
people said that they would miss the voices if they disappeared, and a considerable number of those people
said that the voices were helpful and guiding. But on the whole the voices that occur in the context of
psychiatric illness are critical and cause the hearer to be distressed. He and his colleagues did a large study
into the cause and treatment of auditory hallucinations. And they were particularly keen to capture the
subjective experience of those who hear voices, to get under their skin, as he put it. For example, lead them to
violence? And in a significant number those command hallucinations tell a person to do something â€” either
dangerous to themselves or dangerous to others. Fortunately no harm came from that but the voice was so
compelling that he had to do what to everyone is an extremely dangerous thing. In the following years she
struggled with mental illness and was diagnosed with various conditions including depression, bi-polar
disorder and psychosis. But a common symptom throughout was this sense of voices in her head. I call it the
interpreter that sort of interprets a lot of the interactions that I might have with people. Why do you call the
distressing side of these experiences the interpreter? Give me an example? Is the information usually correct?
A lot of the time it is very correct yes. So going back to that example you gave me about the voice telling you,
or the thoughts telling you to jump off the bridge, in what context was that? Were you under particular stress?
Yes, yes, I was away in a different city of Australia, I was feeling particularly stressed by what I was doing at
the time, it just got more and more and more in terms of severity. So have you ever taken medication? Both
internal and external, like most of my experience I would explain as internal, the experience of hearing things
and getting information. But at different times when I was in hospital I would have the external experience.
Whereas your internal experience, you know that they are thoughts in your head? Lyn Mahboub, who is now a
mental health advocate in Western Australia. Joe Twist Lynne Malcolm: What happens in the brain to
determine the content of the hallucination? So could you tell me a little bit more about what we know about
what happens in the brain with auditory hallucinations? Well a series of studies by our group and others has
shown that during hallucinations there are regions of the brain that become active. And those regions
commonly involve the regions of the brain, the temporal lobe under the temple that are associated with the
processing of normal sounds. Have you heard of phantom limb syndrome, where a person who might have had
an amputation can feel their arm or leg even though the leg has been amputated? As we heard earlier, Ron
Coleman was harangued by six voices after a cycle of sexual abuse as a boy and later the suicide of his first
partner. Events which he says shaped his illness and his life. He spent six and a half years out of the next ten
in and out of hospital. His treatments included electro-convulsive therapy and antipsychotic medication, but he
emerged from hospital no better. So actually I came out of the system in a sense worse than I went in, in terms
of the voice hearing experience. Beause the voices never changed, they were always there. So what was the
turning point, because you now manage them very differently? Tell me about what happened to turn you
around. I was in Manchester, I was in hospital and I heard a support worker who suggested that I went to this
new group that was just forming in Britain called the Hearing Voices Network. Even at the very first meeting
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it made sense to me, a woman said to me, do you hear voices? And then I started going more and more to the
self-help group, to the Hearing Voices group. Are you able to constantly learn by that? And in a sense when I
have major decisions to make now I would discuss it with my voices in exactly the same way you would
discuss it as an internal dialogue in your own head. So is there a sense that the voices can be helpful for you
now? Oh very much so, I mean through the group and through working on issues in my own life I was able to
take control over the voices and experience and get on with my life. Married, got children, done all the things
that I really wanted to do but was unable to do through that period of pain when the voices had control. Ron
Coleman has championed the Hearing Voices Network in the United Kingdom and plans to visit Australia
later this month to help develop the network here. Well by far the most important planks in treatment are the
relationship with a therapist, talking about the voices, and medication. There is no doubt that the most
effective treatment for psychotic symptoms including hallucinations is anti-psychotic medication. The Mental
Health Research Institute in Melbourne has established a free voices clinic for people who are distressed by
their voices. They teach them coping strategies like these. First of all trying to help a person understand other
explanations for their voices. Sometimes, say, with command hallucinations, a person will feel that they really
have to follow what the voice is telling them, otherwise immense harm will come to them. And so in the clinic
there will be a testing of that theory and trying to encourage a person to not follow the voices and to find out
that the consequences of not following what the voices say is not anywhere near as catastrophic â€” or is in
fact not a problem at all. So in a sense, challenging the voices, keeping a diary in terms of the frequency of the
voices and the things that cause the voices to get worse. The Hearing Voices Network was initiated by a Dutch
psychiatrist, Marius Romme, in the early 90s, after one of his patients, Patsy Haig, impressed on him that the
distressing voices she was plagued by were not a figment of her imagination â€” they were real. Together the
doctor and patient went on a television chat show and were overwhelmed by audience response. Your
experience is real because traditionally the understanding was if someone was hearing voices or seeing things
that it was a hallucination or a delusion, that it was not a real experience. Can you tell me a little bit more
about the coping strategies, besides sharing your experiences with others, that have the same experience, what
are some of the coping strategies that you notice people use and what have you used to help you on the path to
recovery? Well some, just to list off a couple of things, a lot of the time people have negotiation with the
voices. They might have structured time techniques, which is whereby you will listen to the voices at a
particular time throughout the day and then you ask them to leave you alone at the rest of the time of the day
so that you can go to work and do various other activities. One voice hearer that I spoke to, she had been
working with her voices quite successfully in some ways but then developed blackouts, and she went to the
doctor and was diagnosed that she had something like atypical epilepsy. So her partner engaged in dialogue
with one of her voices. This other voice then taught the new voice how to do so in a way that was going to be
productive for them all, and subsequent to that the blackouts stopped and she was able to get resolution.
Because a lot of the time living with the experience of hearing voices produces certain effects such as social
withdrawal, anxiety and various other difficulty in having conversations and things like that. So through
managing the voices, those kinds of effects which are often misunderstood as symptoms of an illness, you
know, can be better worked with and navigated. I believe as part of the Hearing Voices Network, which is
well and truly established in the UK but also I think growing here, one of the successful strategies some
people who hear voices have used is to get others to have a dialogue with their voices, or even to get the
voices to speak with each other. What do you think of this sort of approach and what might the mechanism be
there? So what the Voices Network is doing with information about the frequency with which people actually
hear voices in the general community, is trying to normalise the experience. Giving a biological explanation is
in fact very reassuring. It is essentially a way of normalising that experience. And there are, of course, many
examples in history where people have heard voices, famous people have heard voices such as Joan of Arc and
Socrates. So I think for example having the voices network established in Australia is a great idea. For further
information, links and references about this and past programs go to abc. Thanks to producer Pauline Newman
and sound engineer Jenny Parsonage.
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Chapter 5 : Forensic Files - Season 7, Episode Invisible Intruder - racedaydvl.com
The final investigation is at the home of a skull and shell collector regularly visited by an "invisible intruder!" This book is
the original text.

Chapter 6 : Series Books for Girls: Nancy Drew #46 The Invisible Intruder
The Invisible Intruder I love Nancy Drew books and bought this one to help complete my collection.I read all the books in
the 70's as a kid and now plan to reread them as an adult. Best Selling in Fiction & Literature.

Chapter 7 : "Forensic Files" Invisible Intruder (TV Episode ) - IMDb
Created by Paul Dowling. With Peter Thomas, Tom Bevel, Alan Brantley, Jodi Cotner. The crime scene was awash with
blood, bespeaking the horror of the crime: the murder of two young boys and the stabbing of their mother.

Chapter 8 : The invisible intruder | Arlington Public Library
The Invisible Intruder has a lot of problems, but I have always enjoyed it. I like the idea of journeying from one haunted
place to another in order to discover the source of the various haunts. I like the idea of journeying from one haunted
place to another in order to discover the source of the various haunts.
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